
 

ates may change in the case of hotel rates, transport 

rates, government 

taxes or entrance fees. 

Above rates are on per couple basis. 

  

GST 1.24% extra on final bill.

Above Rates are inclusive of the following: 

1.5Accommodation at Port Blair in A/C Room in Respective Hotel. 
2.5Accommodation at Havelock in A/C Room in Respective Resort. 
3.5Accommodation at Neil Island in Non A/C Room in Respective Resort. 
4.5Daily Breakfast at Respective Hotels (CP) 

. Airport Transfers. 
6. Sightseeing as per tour itinerary in private Non A/C vehicle exclusively for the clients. 
7. Entry tickets & boat tickets at all sightseeing points mentioned in the itinerary. 
8 . AC Makruzz boat from Port Blair to Havelock & back in premium class. 
9. Government Ferry for trip to Neil Island. 
10.Baratang trip on sharing basis by tourist coach bus. 

Above Rates are not inclusive of the following: 

1. Airfare / Ship fare from Chennai/ Kolkatta 
2. Lunch & Dinner 
3. Payments for service provided on a personal basis 
4. Personal expense such as laundry, Camera Charges or any other services 

. Cost incurred due to mishaps, strikes, political unrest etc. 

 
EXTRA CHARGES 
Extra bed                  - 35% + 1.24% GST 
Child  (05 – 12yrs.)  - 25% +1.24% GST 
Child (2 yr  - 5 yrs)   - 10% + 1.24% GST 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

KINDLY NOTE:

� Check out time for most of the hotels mentioned is 0700 hrs 

� Please note that our Executive will hold placard with your name just outside the only exit gate of 
the  airport Terminal. 

� The vehicle used will be exclusive for the couple / group but will not be at disposal. It will be as 
per contract & will change as advised / mentioned. 

� Baratang trip will be on sharing basis. 

� Though the Islands have been witnessing a huge tourist growth but the facilities available 
cannot be matched to those available in the Cities and other developed destinations. 

� H otel / Resort selection is on the basis of "SERVICES" provided. 

� City tour,  Jolly buoy/Red Skin, Baratang are closed on Monday and on Government holidays. 
Ross Island is closed on Wednesday. Forest museum & Chatham saw mill are closed on Sunday. 

� One night stay in Port Blair on your return from Havelock is mandatory, as Havelock-Port Blair 
ferries do not connect with departing flights on the same day. 

� Please carry a pair of swim suit/dress while visiting a beach. 

� W e are not responsible for room cancellation for the cancellation of flight/ ferry. 

� W e are not responsible for cancellation of reservation due to climatic change. 

 
 
TERMS 
--------
The hotel and services as mentioned in the itinerary are subject to confirmation. 
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